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Radiometric Ages of Chondrules 

T. D. Swindle, M. W. Caffee, and C. M. Hohenberg 
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University, St Louis, Missouri 63130 

Ages of chondrules, as determined by the U-Pb, Rb-Sr (and initial 87Sr/ 86Sr), 40 Ar-39 Ar, and I-Xe 
chronometers, are reviewed. Due to differences inherent in the dating schemes, they do not always yield the 
same chronologies, but the specific differences provide supplemental information on the post-accretional 
histories. Individual chondrules or groups of chondrules seem to be contemporaneous with each other, and 
with the host chondrites in general, to within the precision ofU-Pb and Rb-Sr methods (about 20-30 m.y.). 
In I-Xe studies, inherently more sensitive to small time differences, age differences between individual 
chondrules do show up, with a total spread in apparent formation times less than 5 m.y. (10 m.y. if earlier 
results are included). Although the isotopic structures are complex and interpretation often difficult, 
40 Ar-39 Ar studies of individual chondrules show apparent 200 m.y. age differences between types of 
chondrules and evidence for excess radiogenic 40 Ar. The method is, however, more sensitive to alteration 
than the I-Xe system and may in fact be reflecting post-accretional thermal metamorphism. The initial 
strontium isotopic ratios in several Ca-AI-rich Allende chondrules are as primitive as those of any objects yet 
analyred, in contrast to the results ofl-Xe studies, where the most primitive ages are 5 to 10 m.y. older than 
those of any of the chondrules. I-Xe studies provide the smallest upper limit to the duration of chondrule 
formation. Uncertainties in the interpretation of the I-Xe chronometer, due to poSStble spatial inhomogenei-
ties in the initial iodine isotopic composition, only serve to decrease the spread in real formation ages. Matrix 
samples give I-Xe ages equal to or older than chondrule ages, but often give Rb-Sr and 40 Ar-39 Ar ages that 
are hundreds of millions of years younger, perhaps reflecting the relative sensitivity of these chronometers to 
subsequent thermal or shock events. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chondrules are puzzling objects, as evidenced by the multitude of theories about their origin 
presented in this volume. If actual ages of formation of individual chondrules ( as opposed to those 
of metamorphism) could be determined precisely enough, they would certainly provide a frame-
work with which to evaluate the various models for chondrule formation. Even ages that are 
established by post-formational metamorphic events can provide some degree of constraint for the 
evolution of chondrules. In particular, we would like to know the duration of chondrule-forming 
processes (i.e., what is the maximum difference in age from one chondrule to another), how 
chondrule ages compare with matrix ages ( which formed first and whether one could be formed 
from the other), whether chondrule formation is dominated by local or global phenomena, and 
finally how chondrule ages compare with ages of other primitive components like the refractory 
inclusions of CI and CM meteorites. 

In this paper, we will discuss ages of chondrules (either individual chondrules or sets of 
chondrules) as determined by four isotopic methods widely used in early solar system 
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chronometry: uranium-lead (U-Pb ), potassium-argon ( as determined by 40 Ar-39 Ar), rubidium-
strontium (Rb-Sr and the associated initial 87 Sr/86Sr), and iodine-xenon (I-Xe}. It is not our intent 
to review th,ese chronometers or the chronology of the early solar system (cf. Wetherill, 
1975; Kirsten, 1978), nor will we attempt to resolve the differences among apparently discordant 
results. What we will do is: (1) summarize chronometric studies of chrondules; (2) discuss the 
results of each chronometer, identifying where possible current limitations of the method; and (3) 
attempt to integrate the available data into an overview utilizing inputs from a number of different 
chronometers. 

It should be noted from the outset that, while it is valid to compare different ages determined 
by the same chronometer, comparisons of ages determined by two different chronometers can be 
misleading, since very often there are large systematic differences between ages derived by various 
isotopic systems. While these may be due in part to uncertainties in the decay constants (Podosek, 
1979; Minster et al., 1982), the largest effect is due to the different inherent responses of the 
different chemical/isotopic structures to post-formational metamorphic processes (Nakamura et 
al., 1976; Unruh et al, 1977). 

U-Pb, 40 Ar-39 Ar, and Rb-Sr are absolute dating schemes, establishing the time of the last 
major chemical fractionation. Initial strontium and I-Xe, on the other hand, are relative dating 
schemes, delineating differences in the time interval between two early events: (1) the establish-
ment of an initial reservoir whose isotopic composition is time dependent, and (2) system closure, 
an event that fixes the parent-daughter patterns, effectively sampling the isotopic composition of 
the reservoir at that time. The establishment of an isotopic reservoir need not be a singular event 
clearly defined in time. For example, the I-Xe reservoir was likely established by repetitive 
r-process additions, hence interpretations of absolute I-Xe ages (or initial iodine isotopic ratios) 
depend upon the specific formative processes. The utility of the I-Xe system therefore comes from 
intercomparisons between the times of isotopic closure in difftrent objects. These relative-age 
schemes are potentially more precise than the absolute-age schemes at determining fine-scale (less 
than 10 m.y.) chronology in the early solar system. The I-Xe system, for example, is capable of 
resolving differences in system closure times of less than a hundred thousand years. 

URANIUM-LEAD 

The two most abundant natural isotopes of uranium (238U and 235U) decay to two different 
isotopes of lead (2°6Pb and 207Pb, respectively), providing some unique capabilities for Pb-Pb and 
U-Pb dating methods. Lead-lead dating, in which variations in the 207Pb/204Pb ratio are considered 
together with variations in the 206Pb/204Pb ratio, is a useful absolute chronometer, precise in 
principle, since it involves measurements of isotopic ratios of one element only. For example, two 
different groups (Tatsumoto et al., 1976; Chen and Tilton, 197 6) have obtained internal isochrons 
for Allende with stated precisions of 4 m.y. However, the ages they obtain (4553 m.y. and 4565 
m.y., respectively) differ by 12 m.y., suggesting that, in spite of the precision, some systematic errors 
are probably present. 
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The system is subject to possible contamination with highly radiogenic terrestrial lead ( cf. 
Unruh, 1982) and correction for common lead is not always straightforward. Moreover, lead is 
sufficiently mobile that the chronometer is relatively easily disturbed (cf. Nakamura et al., 
1976; Unruh et al, 1977). Additionally, there are problems of "excess" radiogenic lead in many 
meteorites (radiogenic lead that cannot be accounted for by the decay oflocal uranium in 4.5 AE). 
Disturbances due to these and other effects can often be detected, and themselves dated, in U-Pb 
"concordia" plots where 207Pb/235 U is plotted against 206Pb/238 U after correcting for common 
lead ( cf. Doe, 1970). The beauty of concordia is that all U-Pb systems evolve along the same curve, 
with the distance along concordia providing the age. Disturbances to the system due to lead loss 
are reflected by displacements from concordia along a chord toward the origin (zero age). As the 
chord evolves, the upper intersection with concordia defines the (undisturbed) age and the lower 
intersection defines the time of disturbance. The presence of "excess" radiogenic lead is demon-
strated by displacement to the opposite side of concordia (Wetherill, 1956). Although the source 
of apparent "excess" lead is not always clear, contributions have been attributed to incorrect 
choices for the initial lead composition (Tatsumoto et al, 1976), unresolved complexities in the 
history of the system (Gale, 1979), or terrestrial lead contamination (Unruh, 1982). 

The first meteorite isochron was obtained using Pb-Pb dating (Patterson, 1956). This was a 
composite isochron, suggesting that the ensemble of meteorites represented all formed at approxi-
mately the same time. As precision improved, the existence of a single whole rock isochron for all 
meteorites was brought into question (cf. Gale et al, 1972; Tatsumoto et al., 1973). However, 
more recent studies again seem to show composite whole-rock isochrons for an ensemble of 
enstatite chondrites ( 4577 ± 4 m.y.; Manhes and Allegre, 1978) and equilibrated L (hypersthene) 
chondrites (4551 ± 7 m.y.; Unruh, 1982), while the model ages of other chondrites usually fall 
within that range. 

Lead isotopes in chondrules or sets of chondrules have been measured in at least four different 
studies. The 4553 ± 4 m.y. isochron obtained for Allende by Tatsumoto et al (1976) includes data 
points for three Ca-Al-rich chondrules and six Mg-rich chondrules (although one Mg-rich 
chondrule was off the isochron). The slightly older ( 4565 ± 4 m.y.) isochron of Chen and Tilton 
( 1976) includes four chondrule data points, indicating that Allende chondrules of all types appear 
to have begun retaining lead quantitatively within a few million years of one another. Chondrule 
samples also fall on internal isochrons for the L5 Barwell (Unruh et al, 1979a) and the H5 
Richardton (Unruh et al, 1979b) meteorites. The Barwell isochron gives an age that is, within 
errors, the same as Allende. Richardton gives a slightly younger Pb-Pb age ( 4538 ± 7 m.y. ), but the 
data intersect the U-Pb concordia at 4545 ± 13 m.y. 

RUBIDIUM-STRONTIUM 

Rubidium-strontium dating, based on the decay of 87Rb to 87Sr, has been successfully applied 
to most classes of chondrites. A series of whole rock studies ( cf. Minster et al, 1982, for a summary) 
indicate that all classes seem to be isochronous to within errors at 4.498 ± 0.015 AE, presumably 
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establishing the time of separation from a common source. The same conclusion was reached a 
decade earlier in a similar series of experiments with correspondingly lower precision ( cf. 
Wetherill, 1972). Internal isochrons give ages equal to or younger than this age, with the younger 
ages generally interpreted as metamorphic ages. 

Chondrule isochrons (internal isochrons consisting only of data points from chondrules) have 
been obtained for three meteorites. Those from Parnallee, an LL3 chondrite, define an isochron 
corresponding to 4.53 ± 0.02 AE (Hamilton et al., 1979), slightly older than the whole rock 
isochron of Minster et al. (1982), although the errors overlap. Meanwhile, chondrules from an 
LL4, Soko Banja (Minster and Allegre, 1981 ), and an HS, Richardton (Evensen et al, 1979), gave 
somewhat younger ages, 4.452 ± 0.020 AE and 4.39 ± 0.03 AE, respectively. In both studies the 
younger ages were interpreted as reflecting metamorphism rather than the time of formation. 

Other work that included chondrules from type 3 chondrites has generally obtained similar 
results, with most chondrules from Tieschitz (Minster and Allegre, 1979) and Chainpur (Minster 
and Allegre, 1981) falling on or near the whole rock isochron. However, olivine (Mg-rich) 
chondrules from Allende (C3V) give model ages ranging from 3.6 to 4.6 AE (Gray et al., 
1973; Tatsumoto et al, 1976). The spread is interpreted as evidence for recent (3.6 AE ago or 
later) disturbance. 

Other Rb-Sr studies involving chondrules have also shown signs of disturbances, demonstrat-
ing the relative vulnerability of the Rb-Sr system. In a study of Bjurbole (LL4) by Shield et al 
( 1966), none of the components analyzed, including a sample consisting only of chondrules, fell on 
the 4.5 AE isochron, although the chondrules came the closest. This behavior was attributed to 
alteration by the seawater in which the meteorite landed, which the authors argued had effected the 
chondrules less than the rest of the meteorite. Murthy and Compston (1965) analyzed four 
chondrules from Peace River (L6), and found that they roughly defined an apparent isochron, with 
an age of 4.5 ± 0.8 AE. Two chondrules from Guidder (LL5) gave model ages of about 4.5 AE, but 
the system has apparently suffered some disturbance (Minster and Allegre, 1981). 

The previous studies all involved whole chondrules (model ages) or whole rock isochrons 
involving suites of chondrules. To-date, no internal Rb-Sr isochrons on individual chondrules have 
been reported. However, Papanastassiou and W asserburg ( 1981) have developed a direct-loading 
mass spectrometric technique for Rb-Sr analyses that may now make such a study feasible. In a 
preliminary study, they determined model ages for single chondrules from Olivenza (LL5, 4.48 ± 
0.05 AE) and Murchison (CM, about 1.6 AE). The Murchison result is consistent with other 
studies that suggest that Murchison and other CI and CM meteorites apparently have disturbed 
isotopic systems (Middlefehldt and Wetherill, 1979). To summarize the Rb-Sr results, chondrules 
in unequilibrated chondrites appear to be isochronous to within the precision of Rb-Sr dating, 
typically about 50 million years. 

A potentially sensitive variant of Rb-Sr dating involves comparing the initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios 
present in the objects at the time of isotopic closure (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1969). This 
ratio, which often can be determined to better than one part in 104 in rubidium-poor objects, 
increases with time in any reservoir containing 87Rb. Therefore, if the initial Rb/Sr ratio of the 
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reservoir is known, a time scale can be determined. Fractionation events less than 10 m.y. apart can 
potentially be resolved with this system (Gray et al., 1973; Birck and Allegre, 1978). The most 
primitive (lowest) initial 87 Sr/86Sr yet found is defined by refractory objects in Allende (Gray et al, 
1973; Wetherill et al, 1973; Nyquist et al., 1973; Tatsumoto et al, 1976; Nagasawa and Jahn, 
1976), including Ca-Al-rich chondrules (Gray etal, 1973; Tatsumoto et al., 1976). Due to their 
apparent antiquity, it has been proposed that Ca-rich chondrules from unequilibrated ordinary 
chondrites might provide a better determination of a primitive initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio applicable to 
other meteorites and thus more tightly constrain their internal isochrons (Minster and Allegre, 
1981 ). However, for the time being, it can only be said that no objects have been found in the solar 
system with initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios more primitive than Allende Ca-Al-rich chondrules and 
inclusions. While this result differs with that obtained from I-Xe studies ( described below), the two 
chronometers differ in their response to disturbance. 

40ARGON-39ARGON 

40 Argon-39argon dating, a variant of K-Ar dating, is based on the decay of 4°K to 40 Ar. 
Neutron irradiation converts a fraction of the 39K to 39 Ar so that the radiogenic 40 Ar still correlated 
with its potassium parent can be identified. The argon is extracted by heating the sample to 
progressively higher temperatures (step-wise heating), thereby ordering the released gases on the 
basis of their thermal properties. The lower temperature extractions, sampling sites with lower 
argon retentivity, frequently give low apparent model ages, indicating prior loss of radiogenic 40 Ar 
during the intervening aeons. But high-temperature extractions, sampling the more retentive sites, 
often provide a group of concordant model ages, usually displayed as a "plateau" of uniform age 
(equivalent to an isochron in other dating methods). This plateau age dates the last thermal event, 
usually interpreted as either the time of formation or metamorphism strong enough to completely 
reset the K-Ar clock. Occasionally finer structure is seen in the age plot that can be identified with 
discrete events that partially reset the K-Ar system (Merrihue and Turner, 1966; Jessberger et al, 
1978; Bogard and Hirsch, 1980). 

One problem with 40 Ar-39 Ar techniques in fine-grained material is the effect of recoil in the 
39K(n,p )39 Ar reaction (Huneke and Smith, 1976), which alters the release pattern of 39 Ar, thereby 
disturbing the plateau. However, it is possible that the redistnbuted 39 Ar may not be totally lost 
from the sample. When the low-temperature fractions show little loss of argon, recoil-redistributed 
39 Ar might be quantitatively retained (although perhaps no longer associated with the host 
mineral). In such cases total 40 Ar-39 Ar ages, equivalent to K-Ar ages, might be preferred; however, 
the method is now incapable of producing a plateau (isochron), and correspondingly contains no 
built-in confirmation, so caution must be used in the interpretation of the results. 

In an extensive 40 Ar-39 Ar study of the early solar system, Turner et al (1978) analyzed 16 
unshocked chondrites and found plateau ages from 4.42 to 4.52 AE, most of them indistinguisha-
ble from 4.48 ± 0.03 AE.Chondrules from Saratov (L4), Barwell (LS), and Olivem.a (LLS), also 
analyzed in this study, all gave ages slightly (less than la) older than the whole rocks. In an earlier 
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study, Podosek (1971) found an 40 Ar-39 Ar age for Allegan (H5) chondrules ofabout 4.5 AE, but a 
sample of Chainpur chondrules gave an unusual release pattern (with no plateau) and a total 
apparent 40 Ar-39 Ar age of about 4.7 AE. No explanation was offered for this apparent ancient age, 
but it is similar to anomalous results obtained for some individual chondrules in a more recent 
40 Ar-39 Ar study that also includes Chainpur, discussed below. I. Flohs (1980) from the Heidelberg 
group dated feldspar and pyroxene separates from Estacado, Shaw, Kemouve, Guarena, St. 
Severin, Nadiabondi, and Peetz by the 40 Ar-39 Ar method, obtaining good age plateaus for every 
sample except Peetz with ages clustering nicely at 4.48 AE (to a precision of about 10 m.y.). 

Most of the 40 Ar-39 Ar analyses of individual chondrules have been done by the Heidelberg 
group. In a study of objects from Allende (Jessberger et al, 1980), six groups of chondrules were 
analyzed, all of which gave ages between 4.51 and 4.63 AE, with la errors that overlapped at 
about 4.57 to 4.58 AE. Due to the apparent presence of recoil effects, most of the analyses were 
total 40 Ar-39 Ar, with only one analysis involving radiogenic argon correlated with potassium, as 
demonstrated by the usual plateau plot. Several Allende inclusions in the same study gave apparent 
ages greater than 4.6 AE. Possible interpretations of such anomalously long apparent ages must be 
considered rather tentative since it is clear that parent and daughter no longer correlate. 

In its most recent study, the Heidelberg group has analyzed well-characterized individual 
chondrules from Chainpur (LL3), Mezo Madara (LL3), Seres (H3,4), Saratov (L4), and Bjurbole 
(L4), as well as Ca-Al-rich chondrules from carbonaceous chondrites. So far, only preliminary 
results have been reported (Herrwerth et al, 1982). The chondrules contain little potassium, 
presumably inhomogeneously distributed among fine-grained phases so that recoil effects during 
the irradiation are probably responsible for the complex apparent age spectra. No convincing 
plateaus are observed with model ages for the low-temperature extractions frequently higher than 
those observed for the more retentive sites, a typical signature of 39 Ar recoil effects (Huneke and 
Smith, 1976). If, in spite of the redistnbution, argon losses are small, total 40 Ar-39 Ar ages (rather 
than plateau ages) may be significant. Within the framework of this assumption there seems to be a 
systematic apparent age difference between two morphological types of chondrules. The barred 
chondrules seem to cluster at about 4.65 AE, roughly 200 m.y. older than porphyritic chondrules. 
No clear correlations are evident between apparent age and petrologic type or chemical trend. It 
should be pointed out that I-Xe studies on individual Bjurbole chondrules do detect age differences 
between chondrules, but such differences are two orders of magnitude smaller (1 or 2 m.y.). 
Whether this is due to differences in the stabilities of the K-Ar and I-Xe systems or is indicative of 
difficulties in the method is unclear. In both Heidelberg studies, matrix samples gave ages as young 
as or younger than that of the youngest chondrule from that meteorite, typically by several hundred 
million years, in apparent agreement with Rb-Sr studies but, again, not with the I-Xe results. 

IODINE-XENON 

Iodine-xenon dating is based on the now extinct radionuclide 1291, which, with a half-life of 17 
million years, has long since decayed to 129Xe. The presence of radiogenic 129Xe in iodine-bearing 
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mineral sites confirms the presence of live 1291 at a time the material stabilized sufficiently to 
quantitatively retain xenon and maintain its association with iodine. The technique is similar to 
40 Ar-39 Ar in that neutron irradiation converts some 1271 to 128Xe, which becomes a tracer for 
iodine. The gas is released by step-wise heating to progressively higher temperatures. Xenon from 
the less retentive sites is sampled in the lower temperature fractions, with gas from the more 
retentive sites released only at the high temperatures, effectively ordering the xenon on the basis of 
the thermal properties of the host mineral phases. Due to losses from the less tenacious sites, 
iodine-derived 128Xe released in the lower temperature fractions is typically unaccompanied by the 
full complement of radiogenic 129Xe. Above a certain temperature, however, the iodine-derived 
xenon is generally characterized by a constant ratio of reactor-produced 128Xe and radiogenic 
129Xe, demonstrating a constant iodine isotopic composition at the time of isotopic closure for 
xenon in those (higher temperature) mineral sites. Isochronous closure is revealed in the form of an 
isochron, in this case a mixing line between xenon of normal composition ("trapped" xenon) and 
iodine-derived xenon of constant composition. The linear isochron actually provides both a 
measure of the initial iodine isotopic composition and confirmation of its uniformity among all the 
host mineral sites (cf. Caffee et al., 1982b). Since the initial iodine composition changes with a 
half-life of 17 m.y., the method is quite sensitive to small differences in xenon closure times. 
However, the utility of the I-Xe system as a dating scheme, rather than just a measure of the initial 
iodine isotopic composition, requires assumptions about the spatial homogeneity of the iodine 
isotopic reservoir. 

If the iodine isotopic composition of the early solar system was spatially homogeneous, and 
changing with time only because of the decay of 1291, then the initial 1291/1271 ratio is quite a 
sensitive chronometer, capable of dating events with a precision (la) ofless than 100,000 years in 
favorable cases (Caffee et al., 1982b). One must, however, allow for the possibility that some 
spatial heterogeneity may also be present, in which case the initial iodine isotopic composition (that 
present at the time of cessation of xenon mobility in retentive trapping sites) may not have 
exclusively a chronometric correspondence. It does, however, place an upper limit on the actual 
differences in xenon closure times. 

It is easy to demonstrate that if some of the differences observed in initial iodine isotopic 
compositions are contributed by spatial effects, the differences due to temporal causes alone must 
be less than the total differences observed. While one may, by chance, have the two effects in 
opposite directions and roughly equal magnitude in an isolated circumstance, the two effects are in 
fact independent. Therefore; among any reasonable ensemble of samples, the total observed spread 
in initial iodine isotopic compositions should equal the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
contributions due to each of the two independent effects. Consequently, if spatial as well as 
temporal effects are present, the range of actual xenon closure times must be less than the range 
inferred by I-Xe dating. This is an important constraint because the precision of I-Xe dating is such 
that small differences in closure times can be observed, and most observed differences in apparent 
I-Xe formation times are indeed small. 
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Iodine-xenon studies have recently been performed on individual chondrules from Allende 
and BjurblHe. Of ten BjurblHe chondrules investigated (Caffee et al., 1982b ), eight yield relatively 
precise isochrons indicating uniform (to within a percent) but individually distinct initial iodine 
isotopic compositions for each of the chondrules. The total range in initial compositions, about 
6.5%, corresponds to a 1.5 m.y. spread in apparent formation times (Fig. 1). Whereas this time 
interval is considerably less than differences in formation time observed by other methods, it 
nevertheless must be considered an upper limit for actual differences in xenon closure times, 
allowing for the possibility of differences due to non-uniform (spatially heterogeneous) initial 
iodine. 

Isochrons derived in I-Xe dating allow determination not only of the iodine isotopic 
composition at xenon closure, but also the composition of indigenous "trapped" xenon. A sample 
of "whole rock" Bjurbole, studied along with the individual chondrules, provides a relatively 
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precise composition for "trapped" xenon that is similar to (though resolved from) that representa-
tive of Average Carbonaceous Chondrites (AVCC). It is interesting to note that while data for most 
of the BjurbOle chondrules are consistent with the trapped composition found for whole rock 
BjurbOle, chondrule 10, which had the smallest xenon concentration, shows evidence for a trapped 
component substantially (about 30%) enriched in 129Xe. Its initial iodine isotopic composition is, 
however, within the range of the other chondrules. 

The two BjurbOle chondrules that do not yield isochrons have the same unusual isotopic 
structure. Of the four high temperature extractions ( which were isochronous for the other 
chondrules ), the two highest temperature ones had somewhat lower (younger) 1291/ 127 I ratios. This 
is, of course, opposite of what would be expected if the difference were due to partial xenon loss or 
to the presence of distinctly non-isochronous phases (the higher temperature phase should have 
formed first, not last). Such reasonably rare (in BjurbOle) effects were attributed to either 
non-thermal (e.g. shock) disturbances, which can create artifacts not resolvable by step-wise 
heating ( Caffee et al, 1982a ), or to an iodine isotopic heterogeneity of about 1.5% ( Caffee et al., 
1982b). 

Of the nine Allende chondrules analyzed (Swindle et al., 1983), only one gives a good 
isochron ( with an age comparable to the most recent of the BjurbtHe chondrules ). In the other eight 
chondrules, it was found that model initial iodine compositions for the various extractions correlate 
quite well with release temperature, with older (richer in 1291) components being released at higher 
temperatures (Fig. 2). This correlation is consistent with a cooling sequence, but the implied rate of 
cooling, through the range of temperatures characteristic of xenon closure, is quite slow 
(100-200K/m.y.). This is orders of magnitude too slow to represent the cooling of an individual 
chondrule isolated in cold space. It is, however, difficult to see how chondrules would remain 
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Fig. 2 Apparent model iodine-
derived 12SXe/129Xe vs. extraction 
temperature for a 100 mg Allende 
chondrule (chondrule 9). Temper-
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figure. (From Swindle et al., 1983). 
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spherical and mineralogically distinct from their surroundings if they were in thermal contact with 
a larger object (such as a parent body or hot nebula) at such high temperatures. Furthermore, it is 
difficult to attribute the pattern to iodine inhomogeneity. Since chondrules apparently went 
through a molten phase, one would probably expect the iodine isotopes within a single chondrule 
to have been homogenized. Likewise, mass-dependent fractionation during the experiment cannot 
account for the structure, since simple Rayleigh distillation is quantitatively unable by several 
orders of magnitude to produce th(? observed range of compositions observed. 

In all of the Allende chondrules, one or more apparent plateau-like structures can be found in 
a plot such as Fig. 3, suggesting that the I-Xe system may show the mixing of a few discrete phases 
or a few types of sites rather than a continuum (Fig. 4 ). ff so, the correlation of initial iodine 
composition with temperature could indeed be reflecting the thermal history of the chondrules, 
with the higher temperature plateaus representing one event (such as chondrule formation 
followed by rapid cooling), and the lower temperature plateaus others (such as reheating during 
accretion, impact-driven processes strong enough to reset the I-Xe clock at the lower-temperature 
sites, or slower cooling at the lower temperatures). It should be noted that in I-Xe studies of Allende 
inclusions, other authors (Zaikowski, 1979, 1980; Podosek and Lewis, 1972) have appealed to 
multiple phases with different compositions within a single object to explain observations of 
multiple temperature-ordered isochrons for each inclusion. However, the age differences they 
obtained were typically about 4 m.y. (larger than those found in the chondrules) and were 

g 
Q) 
CJ) 
0 
Q) 
> = 0 

--C 

g_ 
0. <r 

-2.o Chondrule 9 
Allende 

0 

•2.0 
(later) 

0 0.5 1.0 

Fraction of 129Xe· released 

Fig. 3 Apparent age (relative to Bjurbole whole rock) vs. fraction of 129Xe released 
for Allende chondrule 9 (see Fig. 2). Extents of apparent plateaus are indicated by 
arrows. (From Swindle et al., 1983). 
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I 
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I 
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Chondrules and their Origins 

1.0 

4 1----¾1 

6 

+2.0 +3.0 

Fig. 4 Apparent plateau ages (and initial iodine compositions) of Allende chon-
drules. Outer error bars represent extremes of la uncertainties of model ages of 
temperature extractions making up the plateau, while inner error bars represent 
la uncertainty of the 1291/1271 ratio determined from the cumulative gas released in 
the plateau region. (From Swindle et al., 1983). 

isochronous between the two inclusions studied. This parallel, both in age and in isotopic structure, 
suggests that the chondrules and the inclusions, while not identical, are similar enough to have 
undergone similar histories. 

Podosek's (1970) study of several meteorites by I-Xe techniques included sets of chondrules 
from Chainpur (LL3) and Allegan (HS). A single chondrule from Bruderheim has been analyzed 
(Merrihue, 1966; see also Podosek, 1970), giving an age 2 to 10 m.y. later than the whole rock. 
One socialite-rich chondrule from Allende was analyzed (W asserburg and Huneke, 1979), yielding 
an initial iodine composition comparable to the low-temperature plateaus in the Allende chon-
drules discussed above (thought also to be due to sodalite phases; Swindle et al, 1983). The ages 
obtained in all I-Xe studies of chondrules range from about 2 m.y. before BjurbOle whole rock 
(Allegan and the most primitive compositions in BjurbOle and Allende chondrules) to about 10 
m.y. after BjurbOle (Chainpur), although the total range in the more recent BjurbOle and Allende 
studies is only about 4 m.y. (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). 

In contrast to .the initial strontium studies previously discussed, where chondrules and 
inclusions from Allende provide the most primitive ratios, initial iodine ratios seemingly more 
primitive than those observed in chondrules are found in silicate inclusions in iron meteorites 
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(Niemeyer, 1979), magnetite from CI chondrites (Lewis and Anders, 1975), and some carbona-
ceous and ordinary chondrite whole rock samples (Crabb et al, 1982; Jordan et al, 1980). 
However, the Allende chondrules that give the primitive initial strontium ratios are the Ca-Al-rich 
variety, while the Allende chondrules studies by I-Xe were apparently olivine- or pyroxene-rich 
(Swindle et al., 1983). These differences, however, may be of lesser importance than the 
fundamental differences in the various chronometers, discussed in the last section. 

Samples of the fine-grained matrix material have also been analyzed in many of the I-Xe 
studies. A sample of Allende matrix (Swindle et al, 1983) gave an initial iodine ratio comparable 
to the most primitive ratios seen in the Allende chondrules (Fig. 4 ); Chainpur matrix (Podosek, 
1970) gave an age 7 m. y. before the chondrules, and Allegan matrix (Podosek, 1970) gave an age 
slightly older (although the same within errors) than the chondrules. This would seem to indicate 
that matrix material pre-dates chondrules, at least for the I-Xe chronometer. This is seemingly in 
conflict with results obtained by Rb-Sr and 40 Ar-39 Ar dating, which both give matrix ages 
approximately 500 m.y. younger than chondrules ages. The magnitude of the age difference, as 
well as the sign, tells us that these different chronometers are providing different information. 

It is most likely that the discordancy is only an apparent one due to the difference in the 
chronometers, with I-Xe seemingly the most stable. As an example, Bjurb~le, which has a 
well-studied and well-behaved I-Xe structure with a precise and reproducible isochron (Hohen-
berg and Kennedy, 1980; Caffee et al, 1982a ), shows significant disturbance of its Rb-Sr system 
(Shields et al., 1966) and its K-Ar system (Hohenberg et al, 1981 ). The I-Xe clock, which utilizes 
the correlation of I with 129Xe in high-temperature sites only, has been shown to be insensitive to 
heating to at least 1000°C on laboratory time scales (Hohenberg and Reynolds, 1969; Rison and 
Zaikowski, 1980). It has also been shown by studies on lunar troctolite 76535 that xenon trapped 
in inclusions within high temperature phases can survive extensive metamorphic alteration with its 
isotopic structure intact (Caffee et al, 1981). 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Probably the most important conclusion is the difference in information provided by the 
different radiochronometers. Parent-daughter relationships are disturbed by mild metamorphism 
when one or both of the members are structurally involved in the mineral assemblege. The K-Ar 
and I-Xe systems both have noble gas daughter products and consequently behave as predicted 
when driven only by thermal diffusion. They are, however, fundamentally different in most other 
respects. Potassium participates structurally so that radiogenic 40 Ar generally resides within the 
lattice. It is, however, rather mobile and more susceptible than xenon to diffusion during thermal 
metamorphism. Iodine, present only in trace amounts in most structures, is more abundant in the 
interstitials and along grain boundaries. Radiogenic 129Xe produced at the retentive iodine sites is 
less susceptible to diffusive loss and the I-Xe system has been shown to be rather stable against 
metamorphic processes (Caffee et al, 1981; Hohenberg and Reynolds, 1969). It is, however, more 
easily disturbed by non-thermal processes such as shock, presumably due to the compressibility of 
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some of the less retentive iodine sites (Caffee et al, 1982a; Jessberger and Ostertag, 1982). It may 
be somewhat surprising but, excluding shock effects, the I-Xe system seems to have the greatest 
stability against metamorphic change. 

(2) The absolute ages of chondrules or groups of chondrules by U-Pb and Rb-Sr techniques 
are usually indistinguishable from each other and from the host chondrite to within the uncertain-
ties of such absolute-age techniques ( about 10 m. y. or more). Younger apparent ages of chondrules 
or groups of chondrules are seen, but are interpreted as reflecting thermal metamorphism or other 
disturbance. 

(3) Although earlier 40 Ar-39 Ar studies gave results similar to the above, the most recent 
experiment, in which many individual chondrules have been analyzed, seems to show apparent 
200 m.y. age differences between types of chondrules. Recoil effects were apparently present in this 
work, which precluded the use of the usual 40 Ar-39 Ar correlation (plateau) techniques. It is unlikely 
that both sets of apparent ages in fact correspond to real formation times, since the time span is at 
least an order of magnitude longer than those obtained by any other chronometer. 

( 4) Individual chondrules from Allende and BjurbOle do not appear to be isochronous when 
studied using the I-Xe system, in principle the most sensitive dating scheme presently available. 
Variations of up to about 1.5 m.y. are seen among BjurbOle chondrules. The I-Xe systems of 
Allende chondrules seem to record more thermal history, suggesting cooling rates of 100-200 
Kl m.y. or reheating a few million years after formation. The total range of chondrule ages from all 
studies is about 10 m.y., while for recent studies, it is less than 5 m.y. In either case, I-Xe gives the 
smallest upper limit to the duration of chondrule formation. Uncertainties in the chronometer, such 
as spatial inhomogeneities, only serve to decrease the spread of real formation ages. 

( 5) Matrix samples give I-Xe ages equal to or older than chondrules ages, but often give Rb-Sr 
and 40 Ar-39 Ar ages that are hundreds of millions of years younger. This may simply reflect the 
relative greater sensitivity of the Rb-Sr and 40 Ar-39 Ar chronometers to subsequent heating or shock 
events. 
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